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BUILDING POWER THROUGH RELATIONSHIPS

Why Build Relationships?  Organizing vs. Mobilizing

Leadership begins with understanding yourself: your values, your motivation, your story.  But

leadership is about enabling others to achieve purpose. The foundation of this kind of leadership is

the relationships built with others, most especially, others with whom we can share leadership.

Leadership in organizing is based on relationships. This is a key difference between mobilizing and

organizing. When we mobilize we access and deploy a person’s resources, for example, their time to

show up at a rally, their ability to “click” to sign a petition (or their signature), of their money. But

when we organize we are actually building new relationships which, in turn, can become a source not

only of a particular resource, but of leadership, commitment, imagination, and, of course, more

relationships. In mobilizing, the “moment of truth” is when we ask, can I count on you to be there,

give me $5.00, and sign the petition. In organizing the “moment of truth” is when two people have

learned enough about each other’s interests, resources, and values not only to make an “exchange”

but also to commit to working together on behalf of a common purpose. Those commitments, in turn,

can generate new teams, new networks, and new organizations that, in turn, can mobilize resources

over and over and over again.

1) Identifying, Recruiting, and Developing Leadership: We build relationships with potential

collaborators to explore values, learn about resources, discern common purpose, and find others

with whom leadership responsibility can be shared.

2) Building Community: Leaders, in turn, continually reach out to others, form relationships with

them, expand the circle of support, grow more resources that they can access, and recruit people

who, in turn, can become leaders themselves.

3) Turning Resources into Power: Relationship building doesn’t end when action starts.

Commitment is how to access resources for organizing – especially when you come up against

competition, internal conflict, or external obstacles. Commitment is based on relationships, which

must be constantly, intentionally nurtured. The more others find purpose in joining with you the

more they will commit resources that you may never have known they had.



Coercion or Commitment?

Leaders must decide how to lead their organization or campaign. Will the glue that holds things

together be a command and control model based on coercion?  Or will the glue be volunteered

commitment?  If our long-term power and potential for growth comes more from voluntary

commitment, then we need to invest significant time and intentionality in building the relationships

that generate that commitment—to each other and to the goals that bring us together.  That requires

transparent, open and mindful interaction, not closed, reactive or manipulating maneuvers.

What Are Relationships?

Relationships are rooted in shared values. We can identify values that we share by learning each

other’s stories, especially ‘choice points’ in our life journeys. The key is asking “why.”

Relationships grow out of exchanges of interests and resources. Your resources can address my

interests; my resources can address your interests. The key is identifying interests and resources. This

means that relationships are driven as much by difference as by commonality. Our common interest

may be as narrow as supporting each other in pursuit of our individual interest, provided they are not

in conflict. Organizing relationships are not simply transactional.  We’re not simply looking for

someone to meet our “ask” at the end of a one-to-one meeting or house meeting.  We’re looking for

people to join with us in long-term learning, growth and action.

Relationships are created by commitment. An exchange becomes a relationship only when each party

commits a portion of their most valuable resource to it: time. A commitment of time to the

relationship gives it a future and, therefore, a past. And because we can all learn, grow, and change,



the purposes that led us to form the relationship may change as well, offering possibilities for enriched

exchange. In fact the relationship itself may become a valued resource – what Robert Putnam calls

“social capital.”

Relationships involve constant attention and work. When nurtured over time, relationships become

an important source of continual learning and development for the individuals and communities that

make up your campaign.  They are also a great source for sustaining motivation and inspiration.

Building Intentional Relationships: The One-on-One Meeting.

One way to initiate intentional relationships is the one-on-one meeting, a technique developed by

organizers over many years. A one-on-one meeting consists of five “acts”:

Attention – We have to get another person’s attention to conduct a one-on-one meeting. Don’t be

“coy”. Be as up front as you can be about what your interest is in the meeting, but that first, you’d like

it take a few moments to get acquainted.

Interest – There must be a purpose or a goal in setting up a

one-on-one meeting. It could range from, “I’m starting a new

network and thought you might be interested” to “I’m struggling

with a problem and I think you could help” or “I know you have

an interest in X so I’d like to discuss that with you.”

Exploration – Most of the one-on-one is devoted to exploration

by asking probing questions to learn the other person’s values,

interests, and resources and by sharing enough of your own

values, interests, and resources that it can be a two-way street.

Exchange – We exchange resources in the meeting such as

information, support, and insight. This creates the foundation for

future exchanges.

Commitment –A successful one on one meeting ends with a commitment, most likely to meet again.

By scheduling a specific time for this meeting, you make it a real commitment. The goal of the

one-on-one is not to get someone to make a pledge, to give money, to commit his or her vote as it is

to commit to continuing the relationship.



DO DON’T

Schedule a time to have this conversation
(usually 30 to 60 minutes)

Be unclear about purpose and length of
conversation

Plan to listen and ask questions Try to persuade rather than listen and ask
questions

Follow the steps of the conversation above Chit chat about private interests

Share experiences and deep motivations Skip stories to “get to the point”

Share a vision that articulates a shared set of
interests for change

Miss the opportunity to share ideas about how
things can change

Be clear about the ‘when and what’ of your next
step together.

End the conversation without a clear plan for the
next steps.



TEAM BREAKOUT SESSION: ONE-ON-ONES
PRACTICE BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS

Goals
● Practice the art of the 1-on-1 conversation by using probing questions to discern shared values based

on learning each other’s stories, to identify each other’s interests, and to discover resources that could
address those interests.

● Discern values your team shares, interests it has in common, and resources at its disposal.

AGENDA
TOTAL TIME: 25 min
1. Gather in your team.  Choose a timekeeper and note-taker.  Review the agenda below. 3  min.

2. Break into pairs. Practice a one-on-one:
8 min.
The organizer builds a relationship with the constituent. Ask questions but don’t make it an interview!
Share your life too. Don’t extract information; build a relationship while focusing on drawing out
common values, shared interests and potential resources that can support your team’s campaign.
Make a clear ask that is related to your team’s campaign.

2 min.
The constituent provides feedback for the organizer. How did you feel? Did you feel “networked” or
manipulated? Or did you feel that the organizer was actually building a relationship with you? What
did the organizer do well? How can the organizer improve?

After 10 minutes switch roles

Listen carefully and write these down for later:
● Your common values
● Your shared interests
● Your skills and resources

Make a specific commitment to each other.

20 min.

4. Rejoin the larger group. 2 min.



WORKSHEET:
PRACTICE RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

ONE-ON-ONE PRACTICE (20 min)

Choose a partner you don’t know well.  Learn about why she/he has been called to do this work.
Probe with “why?” questions to get to choice points and specific experiences that shaped her/his life.
Share your story.  Listen to your partner’s story for the motivations and the resources she brings to
the campaign (leadership skills, a following, action skills, etc.).  Be specific.

Avoid talking about issues like justice in an abstract and detached way — get to the lived experience
of why you care about the specifics that you want to do something about. What values were you
taught that make you care about this?  How did you learn these values? From whom?

What values do we share?
What interests can we act on together?

What skills and resources do we each bring to this work?
When will we meet again to take action and to keep building this relationship?



REFLECTION:

How does this way of doing one-to-ones compare with other types of conversations you have?
How is it different from an interview? How is it different from a sales pitch?

What was most challenging about that exercise?

How could this type of relationship-building (either through one-on-ones or at house meetings
or meetings) be used in organizing in your community and cause?


